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RevealÂ 20 art masterpieces in this entertaining extreme dot-to-dot puzzle book. You'll be surprised

and delighted as tonal shading and expressive line work appears, simply by connecting the dots.

More challenging than the puzzles you enjoyed as a child, these dot-to-dots will engage your mind,

improve hand-eye coordination, and increase concentration skills. Get your pencils ready to make

some connections!
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This is an oversized book. Each page is perforated so you can remove it and work on each picture

without concern for inks ruining another page. While each picture has multiple colors and number

sequences to assist in the completion of the page, the biggest issue is being able to read the

numbers at all. I wear glasses and can usually see anything with or without glasses for close work

but these numbers are very small and some colors very much harder to see. I will have to use a

magnifying lens to work on these pages. The art choices look like fun. And are varied so that

anyone should have a piece that they will enjoy. Just find a table magnifier before you start.

I love the new adult dot-to-dot books. I did these puzzles as a child and now enjoy the much more

difficult ones for adults. I have also purchased some for my sister who has memory problems. She

enjoys them also.

I'm a young person with 20-20 vision and these dots truly are really small. especially the grey



700-799 range are a little tough to see! the other thing to note is that unlike easier dot-to-dot books,

the lines in these artworks criss-cross each other to build up tone, so sometimes it's not immediately

obvious where the next dot is. That said, having each set of 100 numbers be a different color really

helps, and the fact that the dots are so small means they kind of 'fade away' when you look at a

finished drawing. this book is large-format and soft cover, so is best solved on a table vs. on

knees/in bed, and has solutions to all the puzzles on the back cover. all the drawings are 1000 dots,

literally- and the paper is fairly thick, I used a uniball rollerball pen and didn't experience

bleed-through (I don't press very hard though).

Very neat idea! The numbers are very small, but they're color coded by the 100 which helps. (I'm a

young'un with corrected-to-normal vision.) I use a binder as an underlay, as for some reason the

book doesn't have a flap to act as one.

I REALLY wish I had read the reviews before buying this book as a gift intended for my Mother who

likes doing dot-to-dots. My vision is excellent at 20-15 and even I will need a magnifying glass to

read the microscopic numbers on the dots! So unfortunately, giving this to my mother (who is in her

mid-70s) is OUT OF THE QUESTION! Sigh. A good idea but rather poorly executed.

I enjoy doing dot to dot pictures. It is a therapeutic way of relaxing and I was looking forward to this

book but was disappointed to see how small the numbers are. So small I couldn't read them. One

would need a magnifying glass to follow them.

Both my daughter and I love this series. We find it to be a very Zen activity. The numbers are very

small so you need to have good eyesight, glasses, or a magnifying class. They are color coded in

sets of a hundred. If you connect the dots with the corresponding color, it lends a nice effect. I highly

recommend this for ages 8 and up.

Are the numbers small? Yes! But that doesn't make it impossible, especially for the 99.99% of

people without a magnifying glass. So get out your specs, a good light and get to work. The

numbers are color coded for each 100 which makes identifying them much easier. If you mess up,

you'll never be able to tell in the finished product. The pages are very large and only printed on the

right page which is fun for rightys. If you're left handed you're in luck because the pages are

perforated and you can just tear it out. The silver lining to the small numbers is that they are barely



noticeable when you're done!
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